
WHY DID OPPOSITION TO ALEXANDER II

During 's opposition towards Alexander II arose because of two reasons, one of which was his sudden reactionary
attitude after an assassination attempt in.

While touring Russia, he also befriended the then exiled poet Alexander Herzen and pardoned him. Alexander
Herzen: Wanted a system focused around the Mir. In Russia, as elsewhere, railway construction, in its turn,
meant a general quickening of economic life in a hitherto predominantly feudal agricultural society. They
were suspicious of their urban manners and doctrines. Courtesy of Hillwood, Washington, D. The Emperor
had earlier in the day signed the Loris-Melikov constitution , which would have created two legislative
commissions made up of indirectly elected representatives, had it not been repealed by his reactionary
successor Alexander III. In , when his parents sent him on a tour of Europe, he met twenty-year-old Queen
Victoria and both were enamored of each other. Some richer ones were upset that he was undercutting their
own deals. The Russian Orthodox Church fed people Tsarist propaganda and the army was always a looming
threat should anyone step too far out of line. Get Essay This caused a wave of opposition to rise as many of
liberal aspects of society were taken away, namely access to education as Dimitrij Tolstoy was appointed as a
minister of Education. The structure of rural self-government, of the zemstva, of local administration, as well
as of institutions on the central and national level have outlived their time. On 3 March , six years after his
accession, the emancipation law was signed and published. Following unsuccessful attempts to shoot him, to
derail his train, and finally to blow up the Winter Palace in St. As every issue was rewritten in the newspapers,
therefore radicals made speeches in which they called for revolution and radical thinking and as the jury was
made up of peasants these revolutionaries were usually set free, making the opposition appear even more
attractive and powerful. Hundreds of Poles were executed, and thousands were deported to Siberia. Milyutin,
minister of war, seemed to see the problem: It must be acknowledged that our entire government structure
demands basic reform from top to bottom. Eventually, peasants blew up the shop and half the village by
setting fire to his kerosene store and blaming Romas for the fire. Polish landed proprietors of the Lithuanian
provinces presented a petition hoping that their relations with the serfs might be regulated in a more
satisfactory way meaning in a way more satisfactory for the proprietors. He chose to stop reforms which
simply led to increased opposition from the left, like the Populists. The affair, in the face of the tsarina's
declining health, served to alienate the rest of his adult children, save his son Alexei and his daughter, who,
like Alexander II's brothers, believed that the tsar was beyond criticism. As Crown Prince, he had been in an
enthusiastic supporter of his father's reactionary policies. Encouraging Finnish nationalism and language can
also be seen as an attempt to dilute ties with Sweden. Aims: To change the Russian state and allow more
individual freedoms. Following initial setbacks, Russian arms eventually triumphed, and, early in , the
vanguard of the Russian armies stood encamped on the shores of the Sea of Marmara. They aimed to stir up
the peasant class to revolution by causing resentment over the lack of the land and the extortionate taxes. The
April Uprising was suppressed, causing a general outcry throughout Europe. There is a museum dedicated to
Alexander in the Bulgarian city of Pleven.


